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This was a period of great exchanges, I was introduced by both of
you to Chicago’s North Side and all its Blues Bars on weekends
and enjoyed your company tremendously. On other occasions I also
explored the bars in the south with a German friend, was once on
gunpoint, i.e. had enormous experiences.
I also watched the Blues Brothers movie and the Empire Strikes
Back during that year of 1980, learned to ride the L,
and besides all these great impressions about Chicago, learned a lot
of astro/particle physics with the crowd of the Astrophysics &
Astronomy Department and the Enrico Fermi Institute.
After my return to Europe, I had a postdoc at the Max Planck Institute in
Garching/Munich and Keith stayed at CERN. We had a number of exchanges,
Keith still always with his husky Fog. Keith came to visit Munich for the
October Fest, and I had a great visit to Geneva for Keith’s wedding.
These are photographs of the
wedding ceremony, unfortunately
I have only the participants here,
not groom and bride!
adopted from
C. Kobayashi
BBN makes 1,2H, 3,4 He, 7 Li
CCSNe/HN: O..Ca..Ti , Fe/Ni .. Zn
SNeIa: Si..Ca..Ti , Mn, Fe/Ni
s-process
r-process
But now to science, where explaining the elements and their
isotopes in the cosmos is my research field
binary systems with accretion onto one compact object can
lead (depending on accretion rate) to explosive events with
thermonuclear runaway (under electron-degenerate conditions)
- white dwarfs (novae, type Ia supernovae= single degenerate )
Possible explanations: WD mergers (Röpke… double degenerates ), He-accretion caused
(double) detonations (Bildsten ...), & collisions (Rosswog, Pakmor, Raskin, Cabezon)
Chandrasekhar mass models (single degenerates)
subclasses from
recent surveys
Taubenberger 2017
“historical” understanding (W7, Nomoto, Thielemann, Yokoi et al. )
Type Ia supernovae show large 56Ni(->56Fe) productions
56Fe
56Ni
54Fe
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a deflagration (subsonic burning front) with a propagation speed related (initially) to heat
conduction and (later) to mixing via Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (treated in time-dependent
mixing length theory of 0.7 times the pressure scale height).
Total outcome close to 0.6 Msol of 56Ni, important for galactic evolution for [Fe/H]>-1
Y
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in inner zones determined by electron capture (electrons degenerate with high Fermi energy), 
in outer zones by metallicity (-> 54Fe, 58Ni).
How do we understand: low metallicity stars ...
galactic evolution?
Average r-process (Eu) behavior
resembles CCSN contribution, but
large scatter at low metallicities!!
Abundances at metallicities below [Fe/H]=-1 are dominated
by Core Collapse Supernovae, especially the alpha-elements 
O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca, Ti to Fe ratios come with abundances
over 3 times solar  (log10=0.5] from CCSNe. Above [Fe/H]=-1
Type Ia reduce the [X/Fe] ratios.
Core-Collaps-Supernovae and Neutron Stars as
End Stages of Massive Stars
Main products: O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Ti and some
Fe/Ni: How about heavier nuclei (Zn .. Sr, Y, Zr)
and the r-process ?????
Our only joint papers: 1 in ApJ, 1 Conf. Proc., just about the role of CCSNe
and their upper mass limit (not yet resulting in black holes)
In 1986 Keith visited Urbana/Champaign for a talk, I was in Illinois then before leaving for Harvard.
This was the result!
Initial Mass Function for different decline
time scales of the star formation rate 
Upper Mass limit for CCSNe with neutron
star formation, as a function of SFR decline
time scale for different supernova yields from
Arnett and Woosley & Weaver (in 1985)
Present Situation:
Solving the Core-Collapse Supernova Problem 
in a Self-Consistent Way
There exists a growing set of 2D and 3D CCSN explosions, 
see e.g. reviews (and talks) by:
Janka (2012, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci.), 
Burrows (2013, RMP),
Foglizzo+ (2015, PASA)
active groups:
Garching/Belfast/Monash (Janka+, Müller), 
Princeton/Caltech/North Carolina (Burrows, Ott, Couch),
Oak Ridge (Mezzacappa, Hix, Lenz ..)
Tokyo/Kyushu (Takiwaki, Nakamura, Kotake),
Paris (Foglizzo+),
Basel (Liebendörfer, Cabezon, Kuroda, Pan)
but in order to provide complete nucleosynthesis predictions from self-
consistent multi-D simulations it is still a bit too early!!!
Basel activities with IDSA (Isotropic
Diffuions Source Approximation)
Interim Approaches
Trying to mimic multi-D neutrino heating in a spherical approach, for more
appropriate predictions of the explosion energy, mass cut between neutron
star and ejecta, as well as nucleosynthesis (including the effects of neutrinos
on Ye, the proton/nucleon ratio):
- Fröhlich et al. (2006,2007) multiplying neutrino-capture rates by a
factor to obtain observed explosion energies
- Ugliano et al. (2012), Ertl et al. (2015) – a tuned, time-dependent central
neutrino source that approximately captures the essential effects of
(3D) neutrino transport – PHOTB
- Perego et al. (2015), Ebinger et al. (2017, PhD and in preparation – utilizing
energy in muon and tau neutrinos as an additional energy source that
approximately captures the essential effects of (3D) neutrino transport - PUSH
Outcome of Collapse: SN-Explosion or BH with PHOTB
(Sukhbold + 2016): Does this tell us something about explosion
models or pre-collapse stellar models? (red bars - explosions, 
black bars – black hole formation)
compactness!!!!???
Results with PUSH (Ebinger et al. 2017)
What do we expect from observations?
according to Nomoto et al. (2015):
Analysis of Supernova Observations:
1. Beyond 25-30 Msol there is a transition
from regular CCSNe with neutron stars to
black hole formation
2. The explosions get less energetic and black
holes form -> fainter and fainter supernovae
3. In rare cases for fast rotation (and possibly
large magnetic fields) a black hole forms ,
combined with a long-duration gamma-ray
burst (hypernova)
(for models without rotation 2. should be
obtained)
Results of the PUSH Approach:
Black hole formation beyond about 30 Msol
For 2 sets of stellar progenitor models (Woosley et al. 2002, Woosler & Heger 2007),
Results clearly depend on the compactness of the central stellar core!!!!!!
Multi-D Simulations of a 40 Msol Progenitor Star
K.-C. Pan et al. (2017, in preparation)
This is a 2D simulation, which are typically more favorable than full 3D models,
and it shows the collapse to a black hole. Due to convective blobs of material
the maximum of the shock radius (Rsh,max) seems to oscillate with time, and it
recedes with time. SFHo is a specific Equation of State (EoS) for hot and dense
matter utilzed here,
Predicted Gravitational Wave strength, when utilizing different EoS for the simulations
K.-C. Pan et al. (2017, in preparation)
from C. Kobayashi 2015         but where does the r-process take place??
Improvements in understanding chemical evolution of galaxies
r-Process Sites? not in regular core collapse supernovae!
0.     They eject rather slightly proton-rich matter from the innermost ejecta
1. But possibly a rare class (0.1-1%) of all supernovae with large rotation rates and
strong magnetic fields, causing jet ejection of strongly neutron-rich matter
along the poles and forming a 1015 Gauss neutron star (magnetar);
e.g. Winteler et al. (2012), Mösta et al. (2014), Nishimura et al. (2015, 2017)
2. Neutron star mergers with their dynamic, wind, and viscous disk ejecta (see e.g. 
Thielemann et al. 2017, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci.), with a similar rare frequency -> 
large scatter of [Eu/Fe] ratio in the early Galaxy until average ratio obtained
Dear Keith,
As you see, 30 years ago you had the right idea that the upper mass
limit for core collapse supernovae should be between 15 and 45 Msol,
based on the stellar/eplosion models of 1986.
Now, with improved understanding, it seems to be between 20-30 Msol,
With some possible staggering, due to varying compactness of stellar modes.
We learned a lot of physics and nucleosynthesis in the meamtime. But your
Instinct pointed already in the right direction.
Thanks, and good luck for further endavors after reaching the age of maturity
60!!!
Cheers Friedel
